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Encino Man is a mostly harmless teen comedy that accurately reflects the struggles most teens have in
high school. The film launched more roles for Fraser as a bumbling action-movie hero and he pulls off the

role wonderfully. Between Fraser's innocent silliness and co-star Pauly Shore's Weasel schtick, the
movie's good-hearted goofiness is infectious. There's some typical teen misbehavior, but no over-the-top

sexual and gross-out situations. Just mindless, silly fun from the more comically innocent early '90s.
Encino Man is a mostly harmless teen comedy that accurately reflects the struggles most teens have in

high school. The film launched more roles for Fraser as a bumbling action-movie hero and he pulls off the
role wonderfully. Between Fraser's innocent silliness and co-star Pauly Shore's Weasel schtick, the

movie's good-hearted goofiness is infectious. There's some typical teen misbehavior, but no over-the-top
sexual and gross-out situations. Just mindless, silly fun from the more comically innocent early '90s. Vino
is an authentic Spanish tapas bar located in the heart of Encino, California. We have a significant history
to share. Family, Friends, Food, Wine celebration. Our spot is perfect for a casual evening with friends or
a formal dinner party. Relax and enjoy the evening. We offer private party open-air patio dining. We have
created a sophisticated space with a relaxed and warm feel, an old-world ambiance with modern touches
that transports you to Spain when you walk through our door. Vino serves the best of the Spanish tapas
tastefully paired with wines. Join us for dinner to enjoy a selection of tapas and seasonal paellas with the
accompaniment of friends and family. Dont miss our Happy Hour. Call to pre-order Paella for dine-in or

take out.
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Encino Man Espanol Latino

in the fall of 2007, one of the fastest growing demographic
groups in the united states took over the box office. with
numbers soaring, the latino market was a gold mine for

studios and distributors. yet this powerful market was still
ignored in hollywood. as a champion of the latino market,

mcdonalds wants to help change that. with spotlight
dorado, mcdonalds is giving aspiring latino filmmakers a
chance to participate in a short film competition. aspiring
filmmakers will bring their vision to life having their story

produced into a short film with invaluable mentorship from
renowned industry leaders and a chance to showcase their
film in film festivals around the country. to encourage the

use of film and video, mcdonalds has joined forces with the
association of independent commercial filmmakers (aicf),
the most trusted industry organization dedicated to indie
film in the united states. mcdonalds has the capability to
produce and distribute your short film to more than 100

million latinos, who could make a huge impact on how films
are produced and distributed in the united states. the

filmmakers will receive mentorship and expert guidance
from top industry professionals. with mentorship from

industry greats like chris moore, president of anima mundi
international; alejandro gonzalez inarritu, co-director of
birdman and winner of three academy awards; robert
rodriguez, director of grindhouse, once upon a time in
mexico, sin city and spy kids; duncan jones, director of

moon; and sergio mendez, director of traffic, the aicf will
help facilitate a strong partnership between mcdonalds and
aicf. aicf and mcdonalds will not only produce and distribute
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your short film, but will also make sure that the film and the
filmmakers are showcased in film festivals around the

country. 5ec8ef588b
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